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Flight Instructor – CFI/CFII 

 
As a Flight Instructor it is your responsibility to safely teach and effectively motivate students. 
Our flight instructors are held to the highest standards. We will prepare you to meet the rising 
demands of the helicopter industry by providing flight instructors who have experience working 
not only as flight instructors but also commercial pilots.  

In addition to being a skillful pilot you must obtain an understanding of how people learn and 
what motivates them as individuals. During this course, you will be paired with our Chief Pilot in 
order to ensure you are provided with the highest degree of instruction. Most of your time will be 
spent preparing lesson plans and applying instructional techniques both in the classroom and 
cockpit. Your instructor will walk you through each lesson until you are confident in your 
abilities to teach.  

In order to be considered for hire at HeliBlock, the student must obtain and hold a CFII rating. 
Although we cannot promise employment at Heliblock, we guarantee your training will provide 
you with the skills needed for a successful career in the helicopter industry.  

 
Certified Flight Instructor Cost 

In Robinson R-44  

 
Average Cost Rate Cost 

15 Hours of Flight Time $399 $5,985 

Advanced Instructor Rate @ 15 Hours $79 $1,185 

Ground Instruction @ 30 Hours $49 $1,470 

Written Exam Fee $150 $150 

FAA Practical Exam $500 $500 

Books & Supplies $100 $100 

Total $9,390 
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Certified Flight Instructor Instrument Rating 

In Robinson R-44  

 
Average Cost Rate Cost 

5 Hours of Flight Time $449 $4,490 

Instructor Rate @ 10 Hours $49 $490 

Ground Instruction @ 10 Hours $49 $490 

Written Exam Fee $150 $150 

FAA Practical Exam $500 $500 

Books & Supplies $100 $100 

Total $6,220 

 
 

Add-On Ratings 

 
If you hold a pilot certificate in an aircraft other than a helicopter the FAA will allow you to 
obtain a helicopter rating with a lower flight time requirement. please contact us with any 
questions. 
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